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Urbanity Dance to Present Works of Six Leading Female Choreographers 
in Season Finale F=Ma Performance at Boston University’s Tsai Performance Center 

 
In the year of the #MeToo movement, Urbanity Dance Founder and Director Betsi Graves asked herself 
why she was one of the few female choreographers to set work on her own Company throughout its 
almost ten year history. In response, Urbanity’s artistic team invited six women choreographers to create 
or stage original work for Urbanity Dance’s F=Ma performance at Boston University’s Tsai Performance 
Center on June 1 & 2 (8:00pm). The two season finale performances will feature works by Camille A. 
Brown, Lorraine Chapman, Chantal Doucett, Betsi Graves, Jackie Nowicki, and Nailah Randall-Bellinger. 
 
For Jackie Nowicki, female identity inspired the work she created for Urbanity. “Strategically Hiding was 
created to highlight the bravery, strength, and power behind every woman who stands up for their 
uniquely feminine existence and refuses to get lost in the shadows of expectancy,” says Nowicki. 
 
Other F=Ma choreographers cite diverse sources of inspiration for their dances, from memory making 
(Doucett) to a specific scene in a Guy Maddin film The Forbidden Room (Chapman). Camille A. Brown, 
who graces the April issue of Dance Magazine, says her work takes its cue from the ‘second line’ of 
people who follow a traditional brass band parade for weddings, social events, and most notably, 
funerals. "Two things happened--Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and my grandmother’s passing (2006). I was 



so moved by Spike Lee’s documentary When the Levees Broke. One moment that struck me was when 
the people in the superdome slowly started circling and singing spiritual hymns. I thought 'wow' that is 
inspiring, brave, and uplifting. In the midst of devastation, they still had the perseverance and spiritual 
belief to keep going. I wanted to make a work that honored the people of New Orleans and my 
grandmother," states Brown. 
 
The Tsai Center is located at 685 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215. Tickets for F=ma range 
from $30-$50 with special offers for area colleges and community organizations. For press ready photos, 
please contact Cayley@urbanitydance.org 
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